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Gavin Newsom Survives Recall Election and Will Remain Governor
Shawn Hubler - The New York Times

SACRAMENTO — A Republican-led bid to recall Gov. Gavin Newsom of California
ended in defeat late Tuesday, as Democrats in the nation’s most populous state closed
ranks against a small grass-roots movement that accelerated with the spread of
Covid-19.

Jim Wilson/The New York Times Gov. Gavin Newsom made an appearance at the
California Democratic Party headquarters in Sacramento after the polls closed on

Tuesday.

Voters affirmed their support for Mr. Newsom, whose lead grew insurmountable as
the count continued in Los Angeles County and other large Democratic strongholds
after the polls had closed. Larry Elder, a conservative talk radio host, led 46
challengers hoping to become the next governor.

The vote spoke to the power liberal voters wield in California: No Republican has
held statewide office in more than a decade.

But it also reflected the state’s recent progress against the coronavirus pandemic,
which has claimed more than 67,000 lives in California. The state has one of the
nation’s highest vaccination rates and one of its lowest rates of new virus cases —
which the governor tirelessly argued to voters were the results of his vaccine and
mask requirements.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/09/14/us/elections/results-california-recall.html
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Allison Zaucha for The New York Times A “No Recall” rally in Los Angeles last
week.

Although Mr. Newsom’s critics had started the recall because they opposed his
stances on the death penalty and immigration, it was the politicization of the
pandemic that propelled it onto the ballot as Californians became impatient with
shutdowns of businesses and classrooms. In polls, Californians said no issue was
more pressing than the virus.

“As a health care worker, it was important to me to have a governor who follows
science,” said Marc Martino, 26, who was dressed in blue scrubs as he dropped off
his ballot in Irvine.
The Associated Press called the race for Mr. Newsom, who had won in a 62 percent
landslide in 2018, less than an hour after the polls closed on Tuesday. About 66
percent of the eight million ballots counted by 10 p.m. Pacific time said the governor
should stay in office.

“It appears that we are enjoying an overwhelmingly ‘no’ vote tonight here in the state
of California, but ‘no’ is not the only thing that was expressed tonight,” Mr. Newsom
told reporters late Tuesday.

“We said yes to science. We said yes to vaccines. We said yes to ending this pandemic.
We said yes to people’s right to vote without fear of fake fraud and voter suppression.
We said yes to women’s fundamental constitutional right to decide for herself what
she does with her body, her fate, her future. We said yes to diversity.”

https://www.ppic.org/publication/ppic-statewide-survey-californians-and-their-government-september-2021/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/09/14/us/elections/results-california-recall.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/09/14/us/elections/results-california-recall.html


Max Whittaker for The New York Times Mike Netter and Orrin Heatlie, proponents of
the recall, led a meeting in Folsom in February.

In Orange County, Mr. Elder spoke to a packed ballroom of supporters and conceded
the race. “Let’s be gracious in defeat,” he said, adding, “We may have lost the battle,
but we are going to win the war.”

Considered a bellwether for the 2022 midterm elections, the recall outcome came as a
relief to Democrats nationally. Though polls showed that the recall was consistently
opposed by some 60 percent of Californians, surveys over the summer suggested
that likely voters were unenthusiastic about Mr. Newsom. As the election deadline
approached, however, his base mobilized.

President Biden, Vice President Kamala Harris and Senators Elizabeth Warren of
Massachusetts and Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota traveled to California to campaign
for Mr. Newsom, while Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont and former President
Barack Obama appeared in his commercials. Some $70 million in contributions to his
campaign poured in from Democratic donors, tribal and business groups and
organized labor.

The governor charged that far-right extremists and supporters of former President
Donald J. Trump were attempting a hostile takeover in a state where they could never
hope to attain majority support in a regular election.

He also contrasted California’s low rates of coronavirus infection with the large
numbers of deaths and hospitalizations in Republican-run states like Florida and
Texas.

Rozette Rago for The New York Times Canvassers for an immigrant advocacy group
pitched Mr. Newsom to voters in Palmdale in August.

Electoral math did the rest: Democrats outnumber Republicans two to one in
California, and pandemic voting rules encouraged high turnout, allowing ballots to
be mailed to each of the state’s 22 million registered, active voters with prepaid
postage. More than 40 percent of those Californians voted early.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/15/us/politics/midterms-california-republicans-newsom.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/17/us/gavin-newsom-recall.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/08/us/the-ease-of-mail-in-voting-may-increase-turnout-in-californias-recall-election.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/08/us/the-ease-of-mail-in-voting-may-increase-turnout-in-californias-recall-election.html
https://www.politicaldata.com/2021-special-election-tracker/


Jim Wilson/The New York Times Vice President Kamala Harris joined Mr. Newsom
at a rally in San Leandro last week.

Initiated by a retired Republican sheriff’s sergeant in Northern California, Orrin
Heatlie, the recall was one of six conservative-led petitions that began circulating
within months of Mr. Newsom’s inauguration.

Recall attempts are common in California, where direct democracy has long been
part of the political culture. But only one other attempt against a governor has
qualified for the ballot — in 2003, when Californians recalled Gov. Gray Davis on
the heels of the Sept. 11 attacks, the dot-com bust and rolling electricity blackouts.

They elected Arnold Schwarzenegger to replace Mr. Davis as governor, substituting
a centrist Republican for a centrist Democrat.

Initially, Mr. Heatlie’s petition had difficulty gaining traction. But it gathered
steam as the pandemic swept California and Mr. Newsom struggled to contain it.

Californians who at first were supportive of the governor’s health orders wearied of
shutdowns in businesses and classrooms, and public dissatisfaction boiled over in
November when Mr. Newsom was spotted mask-free at the French Laundry, an
exclusive wine country restaurant, after urging the public to avoid gatherings.

A court order extending the deadline for signature gathering because of pandemic
shutdowns allowed recall proponents to capitalize on the outrage and unease.

As the outcome in Tuesday’s recall election became apparent, Darry Sragow, a
Democratic strategist and publisher of California Target Book, a nonpartisan
political almanac, said the governor held off “a Republican mugging” and “could
come out of this stronger than ever, depending on his margin.”

Recall backers also claimed a measure of victory.
“We were David against Goliath — we were the Alamo,” said Mike Netter, one of a
handful of Tea Party Republican activists whose anger at Mr. Newsom’s opposition to
the death penalty, his embrace of undocumented workers and his deep establishment
roots helped inspire the attempted ouster.

https://www.nytimes.com/2003/10/08/us/california-recall-overview-davis-schwarzenegger-big-margins-california-recall.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/27/us/politics/gavin-newsom-recall-california.html


Just gathering the nearly 1.5 million signatures necessary to trigger the special
election was “a historic accomplishment,” Mr. Heatlie said.

The recall campaign, the two men said, had expanded the small cadre that began the
effort into a statewide coalition of 400,000 members who are already helping to push
ballot proposals to fund school vouchers, forbid vaccine mandates in schools, and
abolish public employee unions, which have been a longstanding Democratic force in
California.

Other Republicans, however, called the recall a grave political miscalculation. About
one-quarter of the state’s registered voters are Republicans, and their numbers have
been dwindling since the 1990s, a trend that recall proponents believed might be
reversed if they could somehow flip the nation’s biggest state.

Tuesday’s defeat — in a special election that cost the state an estimated $276 million
— instead marked “another nail in the coffin,” said Mike Madrid, a California
Republican strategist who has been deeply critical of the party under Mr. Trump,
charging in particular that the G.O.P. has driven away Latino voters.

Mr. Madrid said the recall signified that, even in California, Mr. Trump’s party had
become part of “an increasingly radical, exercised and shrinking Republican base,
lashing out in different ways in different parts of the country.”

He took note of the voter fraud accusations that some in his party began to make well
before the polls closed, echoing Mr. Trump, who claimed without evidence that
Democrats had “rigged” the recall election.

Despite the yawning gap in support, for example, Mr. Elder demanded this week,
before the voting was finished, that a special legislative session be called “to
investigate and ameliorate the twisted results.” He said there had been “instances of
undocumented ballots” but provided no examples.

Some Democratic observers were circumspect, warning that the disruption caused by
the recall effort hinted at deeper problems.

“This recall was a canary in the coal mine,” said Mr. Sragow, a veteran Democratic
strategist who cited the state’s income disparities, housing shortages and climate
crises. “And until the issues that created it get dealt with, people in power are in
trouble. There’s a lot of anger and fear and frustration out there.”

Tuesday’s vote capped a nearly yearlong push by the governor to persuade voters to
see beyond that darkness. Since early this year, when it became clear that the recall
would have the money and time to qualify for the ballot, Mr. Newsom has campaigned
relentlessly.

Taking advantage of a huge state surplus — a result of higher-than-expected gains in
income and stock prices for affluent Californians — the governor moved aggressively
to demonstrate that the state could both protect its economy and curb the virus.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/09/12/us/politics/gop-voter-fraud-california-recall.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/28/business/california-budget-stock-market.html


In recent months, he has rolled out vaccinations, cleaned up trash in neighborhoods
neglected by pandemic-worn Californians, thrown motel rooms open to homeless
Californians, announced stimulus checks and rent assistance for poor and
middle-class Californians and stood repeatedly in front of a gold lamé curtain to host
one of the nation’s largest vaccine lotteries.

Past recall efforts informed his political strategy. Unlike Mr. Davis, whose lieutenant
governor ran as a Democratic alternative in the 2003 recall, effectively giving
partisans permission to oust Mr. Davis, Mr. Newsom and his team quickly cleared the
field of potential Democratic alternatives.

Like Scott Walker, the former governor of Wisconsin and the only previous governor
to prevail in a recall election, Mr. Newsom painted the recall effort in national,
partisan terms and rejected a defensive posture. His strategy galvanized major donors
and his base.

As in 2003, when he ran against a popular progressive for mayor of San Francisco,
Mr. Newsom framed the race not as a referendum on him but as a choice between
himself and a potentially catastrophic alternative — in this case, Mr. Elder, whose
name recognition quickly vaulted him to the top of the list of challengers.

Noting that Mr. Elder had built a career bashing liberal causes, the governor painted
him as a Trump clone who would foist far-right policies on a state that has been a
bastion of liberal thinking.

“Vote no and go,” the governor told voters, suggesting that they stick to voting
against recalling him and not even dignify the second question on the ballot, which
asked who should replace Mr. Newsom if the recall succeeds.

Millions of voters chose not to answer the ballot’s second question, with Mr. Elder
receiving about 44 percent of the vote from those who did. Kevin Paffrath, a
Democrat, and Kevin Faulconer, a Republican and former mayor of San Diego, each
had about 10 percent of the vote as of 10 p.m. Pacific time.

Republican support and money failed to come anywhere close to matching Mr.
Newsom’s large operation and war chest.

California has no limits on donations to committees for and against recalls, but the
state caps contributions to candidates from individual donors. Mr. Newsom
capitalized on the rules, raising more than $50 million just in donations of more than
$100,000 to oppose the recall. Mr. Elder raised about $15 million, with even less
raised by committees promoting the recall.

Many major Republican donors said it seemed futile to try to recall a Democratic
governor in such an overwhelmingly liberal state.

(Thomas Fuller contributed reporting from Sacramento, Tim Arango from Costa
Mesa and Jill Cowan from Irvine.)
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Taliban gives thousands of Kandahar residents three days to leave their homes,
protesters say
Sarah Dean & Ingrid Formanek - CNN

Hundreds of people protested in the southern Afghan city of Kandahar Tuesday,
against what they say are Taliban orders for citizens to leave their homes on the eve
of winter.

Javed Tanveer/AFP/Getty Images Local residents march against a reported
announcement by the Taliban, asking them to evict their homes built on state-owned

land in Kandahar on September 14.

Protesters marched in front of the governor's office in the city after 3,500 people
living in a government-owned residential area were given three days to leave, two
protesters told a local journalist working for CNN over the phone.

The protesters, who are also residents of the area, said they were not given reasons
for the expulsion order.

"I have nowhere else to go," said one protester, who did not want to give her name
out of fear of reprisal. She said she was poor after losing many members of her family
in recent conflicts.

All the families in the area built up their houses with the little money they had, and
could not afford to move, the woman said.

A number of protesting women carrying the red, black and green Afghan national flag
were harassed by the Taliban, according to eyewitnesses. Local television footage
shows protesters, including women and children, blocking a road as they marched
down it.

Mohammad Ibrahim, a civil activist in Kandahar, said the Ferqa-e Kohna area, on
the edge of the provincial capital, was a government-owned area and land was
distributed to government employees under the previous government.

Ibrahim said there were likely irregularities and corruption involved in the transfer of
properties, resulting in the illegal sales of property to residents. Some of the families
had been living in Ferqa-e Kohna for more than 20 years, he said.



Taliban spokesmen could not be reached for comment on the evictions.

There were reports the Taliban had stopped a local journalist from doing his work
and beaten another while he was covering the demonstration, according to local news
station, Millat Zagh Radio. CNN cannot independently verify the incidents.

Protests against Taliban rule have broken out in several parts of Afghanistan since
the militant group took control of the country last month, following the US
withdrawal of troops. The Taliban has cracked down on the protests, often violently,
with reports of journalists and activists being detained and abused.

Last week, journalists from the Afghan online news outlet EtilaatRoz told CNN they
were detained while covering a protest by Afghan women against Pakistani
involvement in Afghanistan and demanding equal rights in the capital Kabul. The
protest was outside a police station and the two men said they were taken inside and
severely beaten.

During another protest last week, Taliban fighters used whips and sticks against a
group of women protesting in Kabul, following the announcement of a hardline,
male-only interim government.

Taliban leaders on Twitter dismissed videos being shared online of violence at the
women-led protests. The head of the Cultural Commission, Muhammad Jalal, said
that these demonstrations were "a deliberate attempt to cause problems," adding that
"these people don't even represent 0.1% of Afghanistan."

The Taliban have also sought to curtail protests, and a statement issued by the
Taliban interior ministry last week set out strict conditions for any future
demonstrations, including prior approval from the Ministry of Justice.

The United Nations last week called on the Taliban "to immediately cease the use of
force towards, and the arbitrary detention of, those exercising their right to peaceful
assembly and the journalists covering the protests."

Taliban response to peaceful marches in Afghanistan has been "increasingly violent"
and has included the use of live ammunition, batons and whips, causing the death of
at least four people, spokesperson for the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
Ravina Shamdasani said Friday during a press briefing in Geneva.

Even before the Taliban's return to power, protracted conflict, poverty, back-to-back
droughts, economic decline and the coronavirus pandemic had worsened an already
dire situation in which 18 million Afghans -- almost half of the population -- were in
need of aid, according to UN agencies.

With winter now approaching, many people could run out of food by the end of the
month, UN Secretary General António Guterres said earlier this week, adding that
poverty rates had spiraled since the Taliban's return to power.

https://www.cnn.com/2021/09/07/asia/afghanistan-tuesday-kabul-protests-intl/index.html
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Analysis-Biden's lofty climate goals collide with political, economic reality
Valerie Volcovici & Nichola Groom - Reuters

Reuters/EVELYN HOCKSTEIN FILE PHOTO: Environmental activists protest
outside the White House in Washington, U.S.

(Reuters) - President Joe Biden campaigned on a promise to restore U.S. leadership
in the global fight against climate change and followed up with a dizzying number of
executive orders and lofty targets to slash emissions.

But nine months into his presidency, political, legal, and economic obstacles have
forced his administration to make several moves in support of fossil fuels development
at home and abroad, and raised questions about whether the Democrat will be able to
meet his commitments to clean energy.

Setbacks include a judge overturning the administration's effort to block new oil and
gas leasing on federal lands, forcing it to offer millions of new acres for drilling, and
rising retail gas prices that have led the White House to publicly ask the global oil
cartel, OPEC, to boost production.

Most importantly, heavy political opposition has forced the administration to put its
centerpiece climate proposals that would help deliver an April pledge to halve
greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 into a budget reconciliation bill that has an
uncertain future in the closely-divided U.S. Congress.



Reuters/Shannon Stapleton FILE PHOTO: FILE PHOTO: A leaf sits on top of a pile
of coal in Youngstown, Ohio

Democrats, who hope to pass the bill by the end of September, are already talking
about paring back investments and targets.

The stakes couldn't be higher. If Washington fails to deliver ahead of a climate
summit in November in Glasgow, Scotland, other global powers, including the world's
top greenhouse gas emitter, China, will be reluctant to commit to slashing their own
emissions.

"If that (climate-related legislation) went down before Glasgow, it would be a big
mess for Biden and his administration," said Bill Hare, chief executive of non-profit
Climate Analytics.

A Biden administration official said legal and economic realities have compelled
certain administration moves and touted Biden’s progress so far.

"We can do two things at once: Achieve our climate goals while ensuring the energy
transition is one that takes into account the interests of the middle class, who
experience changes in energy prices very directly, and meet global energy needs as
the economy recovers from the pandemic," the official said, asking not to be named in
order to be able to speak freely.



Reuters/EVELYN HOCKSTEIN FILE PHOTO: Environmental activists march on
White House over climate change, in Washington

Biden's mission is uniquely challenging in the United States, where some voters and
even some senior leaders in the opposition Republican party are skeptical that climate
change is caused by human activity.

Congress “is where the main theater of activity is taking place. And that is where I
would pin the fate of the Biden administration’s climate legacy,” said Sam Ricketts, a
co-founder of Evergreen Action, a group aiming to advance climate policy at the
federal level.

HARD TO QUIT
Biden has reengaged the United States in the Paris international agreement to fight
climate change, canceled the Keystone XL crude oil pipeline project from Canada,
paused new oil and gas leasing on federal lands, and suspended drilling rights in the
pristine Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

His administration also aimed to decarbonize the power sector by 2035 - a key
marker on the U.S. path to its Paris agreement goal of net zero emissions by 2050.
In addition, the United States and Europe have agreed to big voluntary cuts to
methane emissions this decade, Reuters reported earlier this week.

At the same time, however, the administration has backed lesser-known oil and gas
infrastructure projects like Enbridge's Line 3 pipeline from Canada and sped up
processing of oil and gas drilling permits.

Government data show the administration has approved more than 2,600 drilling
permits on onshore leases, a faster pace than during the Trump administration.

In August, the White House also urged the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries to lift production to help the global economy recover from the impacts of
the coronavirus crisis and keep retail pump prices in check for U.S. motorists.



After a federal judge in Louisiana in June blocked Biden's signature attempt to pause
new leasing, the Interior Department plans to open millions of acres for oil and gas
exploration, including some 80 million acres in the Gulf of Mexico to be auctioned
later this year.

“What started as a set of ambitious campaign promises is quickly devolving into a
disappointing milieu of fossil fuel development," said Taylor McKinnon, a senior
campaigner for the Center for Biological Diversity, an environmental group opposed
to oil and gas development.

ALL EYES ON CONGRESS
Climate Analytics' Hare said much now depends on the legislation making its way
through Congress, which includes provisions to reduce carbon emissions from the
power and transport sectors, tax credits for clean energy technologies, fees on
methane releases from oil and gas, more investments in electric vehicle deployment,
and a fund to funnel climate investments to low-income communities.

Many of the proposals were initially in a smaller infrastructure package but have
since been either weakened or wedged into the $3.5 trillion budget bill that only
requires a simple majority in the 100-member Senate rather than 60 votes as usual
under the chamber's rules.
Even that will require the backing of every single Democratic senator, a big ask given
that both Joe Manchin, a moderate from coal-producing West Virginia, and Kyrsten
Sinema of Arizona have said they will not vote for a bill of that size.

Neither Manchin nor Sinema's offices responded to requests for comment. Ahead of
the Glasgow summit, international observers are not optimistic about the prospects.

"It is not too hard for China to be cynical about U.S. climate action,” said Li Shuo, a
senior climate policy officer at environmental group Greenpeace East Asia, who is in
regular contact with government officials in China.

Even America's partners are worried, according to Pete Betts, a former lead
European Union and United Kingdom climate negotiator who now works at think
tank Chatham House.

"The international climate community has had to become expert over the years on U.S.
domestic politics and legislative processes, and the challenges of delivering are well
understood by allies and competitors of the U.S. alike," he said.

(Additional reporting by Jarrett Renshaw; Editing by Sonya Hepinstall)

The U.S. Army’s Iron Dome could be headed to Ukraine
Paul McLeary - Politico

Since taking office, the Biden administration has kept up Washington’s shipments of
weapons and training to the Ukrainian military, including $275 million worth of
equipment and support packages since March.



Ilia Yefimovich/Getty Images The Iron Dome air-defense system fires to intercept a
rocket in Ashdod, Israel.

But some in Congress are looking to do more and have included an amendment
attached to the 2022 defense bill that would pressure the Biden administration to sell
or transfer new air and missile defense systems to Ukraine, including potentially
sending an Iron Dome battery currently being operated by the U.S. Army.

Included in the House Armed Services Committee’s version of the fiscal 2022 defense
policy bill is an amendment requiring the Pentagon to submit a report to Congress
outlining options for potentially selling or transferring “existing systems” to Ukraine
that are likely not going to be deployed in the near-term.

The suggestion of selling or sending new air defense systems to Kyiv would likely
increase tensions with Moscow, which has been fighting a proxy war in eastern
Ukraine since 2014 and would regard such a transfer close to its border as a
provocation.

Russia has long complained about an American ballistic missile defense system in
Romania, claiming it could be used for offensive purposes, an accusation the U.S. and
NATO have dismissed.

Since being deployed in Israel in 2011, the system, built by the Israeli defense
company Rafael in partnership with Raytheon, has proven itself one of the world’s
most effective killers of short-range missiles. The Israeli military has said Iron Dome
has knocked down about 90 percent of missiles fired into Israel over the past several
years.
As it stands, the U.S. doesn’t have much in the way of excess air and missile defense
batteries ready to be transferred. But the Army has been trying to figure out how to
operate two Iron Dome systems Congress ordered it to purchase in 2019 as a stopgap
for delayed efforts by the service to get its own new air and missile defense systems up
and running.

The service purchased two batteries that are currently being readied to be put into
operation next year. But the Army has struggled to integrate the missile defense: Iron



Dome wasn’t designed to operate within the Army’s new command and control system,
a problem that limits their usefulness if deployed overseas.
Enter the House Armed Services Committee.

The HASC’s version of the fiscal 2022 defense bill that was approved on Sept. 2 by a
57-2 margin doesn’t specify any particular weapons system to hand over to the
Ukrainians.

But one congressional staffer said the language about transferring current systems
is telling, and that the Army’s two Iron Dome batteries are prime candidates because
there are few relevant systems the Army possesses that could defeat the threat
Ukraine faces from Russia.

The Army has long taken the lead on land-based missile defense, but the past two
decades of conflict with groups that lack sophisticated missile or drone capabilities
led to some under-investment in short-range air defense weapons.

That in turn has made the small number of Patriot and Terminal High Altitude Area
Defense batteries some of the Army’s most frequently deployed units in recent years
in the Middle East.

Yet the government in Kyiv has suggested in recent months that they’re looking for
more. Following the May announcement that Ukraine would begin increasing its
annual defense budgets, Ukrainian Defense Minister Andriy Taran said he would like
to spend some of it on new air defense systems, pointing to Iron Dome as a possibility.

Those messages were heard in Washington, and members of Congress took note.

“Given the desire and bipartisan recognition that more needs to be done on the
integrated air defense front for the Ukrainians, and given some of the administration's
policy decisions towards Ukraine recently, there's a desire to try and do more to help
them than what the Biden team is doing,” said the staffer, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because the bill is still pending on the House floor.

But there are questions about the efficacy of a limited Iron Dome system in Ukraine.
“Tactically it would not be effective at short range, or on the line of contact, because
this system would be shot out very quickly by Russian multiple-launch rocket systems,”
said Michael Kofman, director of the Russia Studies program at the CNA think tank.

“But it may be able to intercept longer range rockets, which could allow the battery
to defend a critical site or command center" in eastern Ukraine.

The Ukraine air defense amendment was introduced by Rep. Scott Franklin (R-Fla.)
and passed by a bipartisan vote.

The House bill already calls for $275 million in military aid to Ukraine even before
any new transfer of a missile defense system, but any transfer wouldn’t add
significantly to the total as Iron Dome has already been paid for.

https://www.armytimes.com/news/your-army/2020/10/02/got-to-fix-that-some-unit-ops-tempos-higher-than-peaks-of-afghan-iraq-wars-army-chief-says/


Several Ukrainian and Israeli news reports this spring suggested Kyiv was looking to
buy the Iron Dome from Israel, but such a purchase could be complicated.

The Israeli government would need Washington’s approval to sell it to a third
country given the co-development agreement with U.S.-based Raytheon, and there are
sensitivities in Tel Aviv over their relationship with Moscow.

The two countries have agreed to not sell weapons to some third parties such as
Ukraine and Iran and have forged an uneasy understanding on Syria in recent years.

Yet there are also downsides to the U.S. Army getting rid of the Iron Dome, even if the
service isn’t able to integrate it into its command and control system.

After two decades of facing few sophisticated missile threats from insurgents in Iraq
and Afghanistan, the Army is “facing significant shortages in counter rocket artillery,
mortar and cruise missile defense capability,” said Tom Karako, director of the
Center for Strategic and International Security’s Missile Defense Project.

“And the reason they adopted Iron Dome — with the encouragement of Congress —
was really a reflection of that capability gap.”

One Army official who spoke on background to discuss the sensitive issue said that
while Iron Dome can’t work with other systems the service is fielding, plenty of other
current weapons and sensors can’t “talk” to one another either. But that’s a problem
the Army didn’t want to compound by buying more gear that would only make the
issue worse.

The amendment that features the Ukraine missile defense language is nestled within
HASC ranking member Mike Rogers’ $24 billion funding increase to the Biden
defense policy bill. The package also includes a $25 million increase to the $250
million Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative, bringing it back up to the 2021 level of
$275 million.

In June, POLITICO reported that the Biden administration had put together a new
$100 million military aid package to Ukraine, only to put the plan on hold after
Russian troops moved away from the Ukraine border this spring after a series of
exercises.

The package included short-range air defense systems, small arms and anti-tank
weapons, marking a departure from the non-lethal weapons the Biden administration
provided this year under two separate packages, one announced in March and a
second in June.

It’s not clear what the eventual fate of the Ukraine funding increases will be once the
bill heads to the full House and then is taken up by House and Senate conference
committees later this year to hash out a final bill.

In July, the Senate Armed Services Committee approved a $25 billion increase to the
defense budget by a 25-1 margin, suggesting both houses of Congress agree broadly
that the president’s $715 billion Pentagon spending plan didn’t make the grade.
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Ursula von der Leyen challenges US on climate and asserts Brussels' role in 'new
international order'
By Angela Dewan & James Frater - CNN

European Union chief Ursula von der Leyen sought to assert the bloc as a global
leader on the climate crisis, the Covid-19 pandemic and humanitarian issues in a
sweeping speech Wednesday that acknowledged an emerging new world order.

YVES HERMAN/Pool/AFP/Getty Images European Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen delivers a speech during her State of the Union address on Wednesday

in Strasbourg, France.

In her State of the Union address to the European Parliament in Strasbourg, France,
von der Leyen called on the United States and China to increase efforts on the climate
crisis, while announcing plans to challenge their dominance in digital technology, as
well as compete with China's Belt and Road infrastructure initiative.

"This climate and economic leadership is central to Europe's global and security
objectives. It also reflects a wider shift in world affairs at a time of transition towards
a new international order," von der Leyen said.

"We are entering a new era of hyper-competitiveness. An era in which some stop at
nothing to gain influence: from vaccine promises and high-interest loans, to missiles
and misinformation."

The US must 'step up' on climate funds
She announced an additional €4 billion ($4.7 billion) in climate finance to transfer to
developing nations over the years to 2027, while calling on the United States and the
bloc's other allies to "step up" and start paying their fair share.

Developed countries agreed more than a decade ago, and reaffirmed in the 2015
Paris Agreement, to transfer $100 billion a year by 2020 to the developing world to
aid their green transformations and to adapt to the impacts of climate change.
Collectively, the world missed that deadline last year.
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The US has been particularly criticized for transferring nothing during the four years
of the Trump administration.

"Team Europe contributes €25 billion a year. But others still leave a gaping hole
towards reaching the global target. So closing that gap will increase the chance of
success in Glasgow," von der Leyen said, referring to the UN climate change
conference COP26, scheduled for November.

"But we expect the United States and our partners to step up too," she added. "This is
vital because closing the climate finance gap together, the US and the European
Union would be such a strong signal for global climate leadership, and it is time to
deliver now. We have no time to wait anymore."

The Biden administration has said it will double the level of climate finance
transferred in the Obama administration's second term, which averaged at around
$2.8 billion, but critics -- including China and climate activists from the developing
world -- say it needs to do far more to make up for four years of no finance during the
Trump years.

Von der Leyen also referred to the EU's climate roadmap, known as the European
Green Deal, as a model, calling on other countries to come to COP26 with similarly
detailed plans.

"You've seen the complexity of the detail, but the goal is simple. We will put a price on
pollution," she said.

"We will clean the energy we use. We will have smarter cars and cleaner airplanes,
and we will make sure that higher climate ambition comes with more social ambition,
because this must be a fair, green transition."

She also took aim at Chinese officials, urging them to peak their country's emissions
by the middle of this decade. Beijing has said that it plans to peak its emissions
sometime "before 2030." China has also pledged carbon neutrality by 2060.

"Every country has a responsibility. The goals that President Xi [Jinping] has set out
for China are encouraging, but we call for that same leadership on setting out how
China will get there," she said.

"The world would be relieved if they showed they could peak emissions by mid-decade,
and move away from coal at home and abroad."

Western climate leaders, including US special climate envoy John Kerry, have been
putting pressure on Beijing to reach peak emissions sooner than the end of the
decade.

The country is the world's biggest consumer of coal, and in 2020, it generated more
than half the world's total coal-fired power, according to a study by climate energy
and research group Ember.
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Competing with China
In her speech, von der Leyen listed the EU's achievements over the year, including
vaccinating 70% of its adult population against Covid-19 while donating more shots
than other countries, some 700 million, to the Global South.

She announced a donation of 200 million more vaccine doses by the middle of 2022,
in addition to 250 million already pledged.

And on the situation in Afghanistan, she announced an additional €100 million to the
humanitarian effort there, warning of a risk of famine if assistance did not reach
people inside the country.

The EU will also start moving to improve its competitiveness with China on
infrastructure through a "Global Gateway" to rival China's enormous Belt and Road
Initiative -- which spans more than 140 countries across Africa, Europe, Asia and the
Americas -- with a number projects, from roads to airports and railways, as well as
energy facilities.

China's projects have enabled Beijing to wield more geopolitical influence in many
parts of the world. The G7 nations in June also backed a proposal from US President
Joe Biden to design an initiative to rival Belt and Road.

"We will build Global Gateway partnerships with countries around the world. We
want investments in quality infrastructure, connecting goods, people and services
around the world," von der Leyen said. "We want to create links and not
dependencies."

And to compete better with both China and the US in digital technology, von der
Leyen announced a draft law to make the bloc self-sufficient in chips, such as
semi-conductors, to reduce reliance on suppliers abroad.

"The aim is to jointly create a state-of-the-art European chip ecosystem, including
production. That ensures our security of supply and will develop new markets for
ground-breaking European tech."

On defense, von der Leyen said the EU was too militarily reliant on the US and that
the bloc needed to strengthen its own forces, announcing a defense summit co-hosted
by French President Emmanuel Macron. The EU has previously debated creating its
own defense force.

"The more fundamental issue is, why has this not worked in the past? You can have
the most advanced forces in the world but if you are never prepared to use them, what
use are they?," she said.

"What has held us back until now is not just shortfalls of capacity, it is a lack of
political will."

Ukraine seethes as Putin's party courts voters in separatist-held Donbass



Alexander Ermochenko - Reuters

DONETSK, Sept 15 (Reuters) - Russian and separatist flags flutter in the air as lively
music blares and soldiers from the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic sit
listening to speeches. Members of the Russian nationalist Night Wolves motorcycle
club mill around nearby.

Russia will hold parliamentary elections on Sept. 17-19 and for the first time, United
Russia, the ruling party that supports President Vladimir Putin, is campaigning in
eastern Ukraine on territory controlled by Moscow-backed separatists.

Up for grabs are the votes of more than 600,000 people who were given Russian
passports after a Kremlin policy change in 2019 that Ukraine decried as a step
towards annexation.

"I will vote for sure, and only for United Russia because I think with them we will join
the Russian Federation," said Elena, 39, from Khartsysk in the Donetsk region.

"Our children will study according to the Russian curriculum, our salaries will be
according to Russian standards, and actually we will live in Russia," she said,
speaking at a United Russia rally in the city of Donetsk.

In 2014, after street protests ousted Ukraine's Kremlin-friendly president Viktor
Yanukovich, Russia swiftly annexed another part of Ukraine, the Crimean Peninsula.

Pro-Russian separatists then rose up across eastern Ukraine, in what Kyiv and its
Western allies called a Moscow-backed land grab.
More than 14,000 people have died in fighting between separatists and Ukrainian
forces, with deadly clashes continuing regularly despite a ceasefire that ended large
scale combat in 2015.

Two self-proclaimed "People's Republics" run the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, in a
part of eastern Ukraine known as the Donbass. Moscow has cultivated close links to
the separatists but denies orchestrating their rebellions.

In Donetsk, election billboards with images of Russian landmarks such as Moscow's
St Basil's Cathedral are dotted around. The Russian rouble has supplanted the
Ukrainian hryvnia. Kyiv, meanwhile, is furious at Russia staging an election on
separatist-held territory.

'RUSSIFICATION'
"There is a total 'Russification' of this region going full steam ahead," Oleskiy
Danilov, secretary of Ukraine's security and defense council, told Reuters in Kyiv.

"The other question is why is the world not reacting to this? Why should they
recognize this State Duma?" he said in an interview in Kyiv, referring to the Russian
parliament's lower house that will be chosen in the vote.

Russia says there is nothing unusual about people with dual Russian and Ukrainian
nationality voting in a Russian election.



Donbass residents with Russian passports were entitled to vote "wherever they live,"
Russia's TASS news agency quoted Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov as saying on Aug.
31.

Kyiv and Moscow accuse each other of blocking a permanent peace in the Donbass. A
mass mobilization of Russian forces near Ukraine's border earlier this year caused
alarm in the West.

Across Russia itself, United Russia is expected to win the parliamentary election, as it
has never failed to do in the Putin era, despite opinion poll ratings that have sagged
lately over stagnant living standards.

Opposition groups say their candidates have been denied access to the ballot, jailed,
intimidated or pushed into exile, and they anticipate fraud. Russia says the vote will
be fair.

Although the Donbass is small when compared with the overall Russian electorate,
the ruling party's overwhelming support there could be enough to secure extra seats.

"Obviously United Russia's rating there is much higher and the protest vote is much
lower there than across (Russia) on average," said Abbas Gallyamov, a former
Kremlin speech writer turned political analyst.

"That's why they are mobilizing Donbass."

Yevhen Mahda, a Kyiv-based political analyst, said Russia was letting Donbass
residents vote not only to boost United Russia, but to legitimize the separatist
administrations.

"Russia, I would put it this way, with great cynicism, is exploiting the fact that most of
the people living there have nowhere to go to get help, nobody to rely on, and often a
Russian passport was the only way out of the desperate situation that people found
themselves in on occupied territories."

(Writing by Matthias Williams Additional reporting by Sergiy Karazy in Kyiv and
Maria Tsvetkova in Moscow Editing by Andrew Osborn and Peter Graff)

Three former U.S. intelligence operatives admit to working as ‘hackers-for-hire’ for
UAE.
Spencer Hsu - The Washington Post

Three former U.S. intelligence operatives have admitted to working illegally as
mercenary hackers for the United Arab Emirates in operations that included
developing sophisticated spyware capable of tapping into mobile devices without any
action by their users, the Justice Department announced Tuesday.



The men — charged with conspiring to violate U.S. military export control and
computer fraud law — were allegedly part of a clandestine effort that helped the UAE
spy on targets around the world, using servers and computers and evading detection
by providers of compromised devices, including in the United States.

Such “zero-click remote exploits” are considered a Holy Grail for surveillance by
government, corporate and criminal entities because they grant access to devices
virtually invisibly. The discovery of a similar advanced hack on a Saudi activist’s
iPhone prompted Apple on Monday to issue an emergency software update for its
products worldwide.

Marc Baier, 49, Ryan Adams, 34, and Daniel Gericke, 40, entered a deferred
prosecution agreement with the federal government in which they admitted their
conduct and agreed to give up $1.7 million and U.S. security clearances, restrict their
future employment and “cooperate fully” with investigators.

In return, U.S. prosecutors agreed to drop all charges after a three-year period,
according to a 48-page agreement signed by the men on Sept. 7.

Court filings did not explicitly say why the government offered the concession. But
U.S. officials alluded to the legal novelty of the case, in which the men were allegedly
part of Project Raven. First disclosed by Reuters in 2019, the secret project helped
the wealthy Persian Gulf nation spy on targets including journalists, foreign leaders,
dissidents and even U.S. citizens.

The news service reported that the State Department in 2014 was aware that
contractors were helping the emirates launch cyber-surveillance operations through
an American company licensed to access military technical data and services.

“This agreement is the first-of-its-kind resolution of an investigation into two distinct
types of criminal activity: providing unlicensed export-controlled defense services in
support of computer network exploitation, and a commercial company creating,
supporting and operating systems specifically designed to allow others to access data
without authorization from computers worldwide, including in the United States,”
said Mark J. Lesko, acting assistant U.S. attorney general for the national security
division.

“Hackers-for-hire and those who otherwise support such activities in violation of U.S.
law should fully expect to be prosecuted for their criminal conduct,” Lesko said in a
Justice Department statement.

While Apple disclosed Monday that it acted to close a vulnerability exploited by
invasive spyware from Israel’s NSO Group, the Justice Department’s legal action
Tuesday spotlighted earlier activity of DarkMatter, an NSO competitor working for
another key U.S. Middle East ally in the UAE.

Reuters previously reported that Baier was a program manager for Project
Raven, adding Tuesday that Adams and Gericke were operators within the effort.
Reuters reported that Raven started with a Maryland company that had a State
Department export license, but in 2015, the U.S. said in court filings, the Emirates
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government transferred the work to a UAE-based company, DarkMatter, with some
American employees making the switch.

[Apple pays hackers six figures to find bugs in its software. Then it sits on their
findings.]
According to the Justice Department, the Maryland company was required under its
State Department agreement to obtain approval before releasing information
regarding “cryptographic analysis and/or computer network exploitation or attack,”
and was barred from targeting U.S. people, companies or entities in the United
States.

The Maryland company warned employees leaving for the UAE company that they
could not continue their work without obtaining a new State Department approval.

However, in court papers, the defendants acknowledged they ignored warnings.
Between January 2016 and November 2019, the defendants and other employees
expanded the breadth and sophistication of hacking operations, the government said,
including by acquiring a powerful tool named Karma — which Reuters reported was
used to remotely break into iPhones.

In charging papers, the Justice Department confirmed that the UAE employees
created two similar “zero-click” intelligence-gathering systems — which they
called Karma and Karma 2.

The systems leveraged servers in the United States belonging to a “U.S. Company
Two,” apparently Apple, to obtain remote unauthorized access to any of tens of
millions of smartphones and mobile devices using the company’s operating system,
including in the United States.

The company updated its operating system in September 2016, undercutting Karma,
prosecutors said. In summer 2017, the FBI informed the company that its devices
were vulnerable to Karma 2, leading to another operating system update that August,
the Justice Department said.

In a statement to Reuters, Lori Stroud, a former NSA analyst who worked on Project
Raven and then acted as a whistleblower, commended the FBI’s “dedication to justice”
and the news service for its investigative journalism, saying, “the timely, technical
information reported created the awareness and momentum to ensure justice.”

Attorneys for the three defendants did not immediately respond to an emailed request
for comment.

Spokesmen for the State Department and the National Security Agency declined to
comment.

Asked why it agreed to potentially dismiss charges against the men, a Justice
Department official said the case is the first of its kind and is intended to serve as a
warning to others who could now be fully prosecuted for similar conduct.
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The official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because the person was not
authorized to speak publicly, said the financial penalties and lifelong employment
limitations are significant, as reflected by the criminal resolution for activity not
backed by the U.S. government.

In a statement, FBI Washington Field Office head Steven M. D’Antuono said the
defendants were informed on several occasions that their work constituted a “defense
service” requiring a military export license from the State Department’s Directorate
of Defense Trade Controls.

“These individuals chose to ignore warnings and to leverage their years of experience
to support and enhance a foreign government’s offensive cyberoperations,”
D’Antuono said.

Former U.S. government employees do not enjoy a “free pass” to provide defense
services with licenses and oversight, said acting U.S. attorney Channing D. Phillips of
Washington.

(John Hudson contributed to this report.)

Serb unity day triggers worries across the Balkans
Dusan Stojanovic - Associated Press (AP)

BELGRADE, Serbia (AP) — Serbia kicked off a new national holiday on Wednesday
with a display of military power and calls for all ethnic Serbs in the Balkans to unite
under one flag, triggering unease among its neighbors decades after similar calls led
to the bloody wars of the 1990s.

Provided by Associated Press People walk past a mural in the colors of the Serbian
flag in Belgrade, Serbia, Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2021.

Opening the full day of celebrations, populist President Aleksandar Vucic inspected
military hardware displayed in a Belgrade park, praising the army's readiness to
respond to outside threats.



He said that the army is “five times stronger” than only a few years ago, and
announced new military purchases.

The muscle-flexing by Serbian officials as well as their calls for the creation of the
“Serb World,” or political unification of an estimated 1.3 million ethnic Serbs living
in Bosnia, Montenegro, Kosovo and Croatia with Serbia, have triggered worries in
neighboring countries.

Provided by Associated Press Serbian army soldiers stand to attention in front of
armored personnel carriers on display as part of a newly established "Serbian Unity

Day" holiday in Belgrade, Serbia, Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2021.

Serbia has kicked off a new holiday celebrating national unity with a display of
military power, triggering unease among its neighbors. The new holiday comes
decades after similar calls for unity led to the bloody wars in the Balkans in the
1990s.

Serbs in the region were told to display thousands of red, blue and white national
flags wherever they live in the region or the world to mark “The Day of Serb Unity,
Freedom and the National Flag.”

Serbian officials are calling for the creation of a “Serb World,” or political
unification of an estimated 1.3 million Serbs who live in Bosnia, Montenegro, Kosovo
and Croatia with Serbia.

In the 1990s, Serb forces with financial and political support from Belgrade led
bloody campaigns in Bosnia, Croatia and Kosovo with the goal of forming a
“Greater Serbia.” The campaign unsuccessfully tried to redraw the internal borders
of the former Yugoslavia and create a single Serb state.



Provided by Associated Press Serbian army soldiers stand to attention next to a
military drone during an arms display as part of a newly established "Serbian Unity

Day" holiday in Belgrade, Serbia, Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2021.

Denis Becirovic, a lawmaker in the Bosnian parliament, said that Vucic “is restoring
the Greater Serbia project” by supporting secessionist policies of Bosnian Serbs.

“Sadly, the expansionist forces in Serbia have a potential to again ignite the whole
region,” Becirovic said. “The West has to stop the Greater Serbia demon before it’s
too late.”

Croatian President Zoran Milanovic said he couldn’t “believe that Serbs have
nothing more important or smarter to do” than create holidays which infringe on the
internal affairs of neighboring states.

Serbia’s Interior Minister Aleksandar Vulin, the most vocal supporter of the “Serb
World,” was quick to respond.

“There is nothing more important than the preservation of the Serb identity,” he said.

The new national holiday coincides with a key Serbian and French victory in 1918
against the Central Powers in the Balkan theater of operations during World War I.

North Korea Might Have a Sneaky New Way to Transport Nukes
Kyle Mizokami - Popular Mechanics



Rodong Sinmun The country's new cruise missile is a big deal. Experts say it could
strike American military bases in both South Korea and Japan.

North Korea tested a new type of missile over the weekend, designed to penetrate the
air defenses of its enemies—and, worryingly, it could be nuclear capable.

The unnamed cruise missile, which resembles the U.S. Navy's Tomahawk cruise
missile, is designed to fly under the coverage of enemy radar systems, and is
reportedly able to strike American military bases in both South Korea and Japan.

North Korea's state-run newspaper, Rodong Sinmun, reports that the tests took place
on September 11 and 12. It referred to the missiles as "strategic weapons," a common
allusion to nuclear-capable weapon systems.

Development took two years, per Rodong Sinmun, and North Korean officials and
scientists conducted "detailed tests of missile parts, scores of engine ground thrust
tests, various flight tests, control and guidance tests, warhead power tests, etc."

Mark Wilson - Getty Images A Tomahawk cruise missile fired from a U.S. Navy
warship flies over the USS San Jacinto March 21, 2003 in the Red Sea. Visible under

the body of the missile is the air intake for the turbofan engine. The new North
Korean missile has a similar appearance.
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North Korean officials claimed that one missile traveled for 7,580 seconds (two hours,
six minutes, and 20 seconds) and traveled a distance of 932 miles. At 46,000 square
miles, North Korea is a fairly small country—slightly smaller than the state of
Mississippi—and the longest contiguous stretch of land is just 385 miles from the
Demilitarized Zone between North and South Korea to the Chinese border.

This prevented a straight-line missile test; instead, the missile flew oval and
figure-eight patterns over the country.

Most of North Korea's long-range missiles are ballistic missiles. Ballistic missiles are
large, powerful rockets that travel straight upward and deliver their warheads
into low-Earth orbit (or the upper atmosphere) on a ballistic trajectory.

Once the warheads near their targets, the warheads de-orbit and streak downward to
rain nuclear destruction. Ballistic missiles get their warhead payloads to target
quickly, but anyone looking for them can easily see them through space-based
infrared sensors or ground-based radar systems.

Cruise missiles, on the other hand, are bullet-shaped missiles with stubby wings.
Unlike supersonic rocket-powered missiles, turbofans (scaled-down versions of
regular jet engines) power them, causing the missiles to plod along through the
atmosphere at subsonic speeds. Cruise missiles typically fly around.75 Mach, or 575
miles per hour, a fuel-efficient speed that squeezes as much range out of the onboard
fuel supply as possible.

As a result, cruise missiles have more in common with jet planes or drones than
the Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missile. Uncrewed, and with the only real
requirement to carry a 1,000 to 2,000 pound warhead, the result is a relatively small,
pilotless aircraft using an internal guidance system to navigate to the target.

A missile flying at subsonic speeds might not seem like a major threat, but slow
speed does have its advantages. For one thing, cruise missiles are sneaky, according
to Jeffrey Lewis, director of the East Asia Nonproliferation Program at the James
Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies in Monterey, California.

"The big advantage of cruise missiles is that they can fly low, below radars that might
detect them," he tells Popular Mechanics. "That means they can surprise an enemy
and evade missile defenses."

Radars, particularly ground-based radars, are line-of-sight detection systems.
Mountains and other terrain block line-of-sight, so a cruise missile will fly around
them to reach its target, masking its approach.

The biggest radar block is the curvature of the Earth: a cruise missile flying at an
altitude of 300 feet will be detected by a radar 15 feet off the ground at just 27.23
miles.
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Assuming the radar is the target (or co-located with the target), that gives the
defender just three minutes to shoot down the cruise missile. And some cruise missiles
incorporate stealthy features to make them even more difficult to detect.

YOSHIKAZU TSUNO - Getty Images A Japanese Patriot missile system on the
grounds of Japan’s Defense Ministry headquarters, Tokyo, April 2019.

North Korea's new cruise missile complicates things for South Korea, Japan, and
American bases in both of those countries. Not only must these countries cast their
electronic gaze upward to detect ballistic missiles, but they must also contend with
cruise missiles that might suddenly pop up on their radar screens, with just a handful
of minutes to shoot down what could well be a nuclear-tipped intruder.

Why would North Korea bother developing cruise missiles? "One reason is that South
Korea has a mature cruise missile program oriented against the North, with the most
advanced types having a range of 932 miles," explains Joshua Pollack, senior
research associate at the James Martin Center.

"Just as the North has made efforts to match the South's conventional ballistic
missiles, they're trying to match its cruise missiles."
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CHANDAN KHANNA - Getty Images U.S. heavy bombers would lead the way in a
preemptive strike against North Korean missiles. Here, all three are depicted. Left to

right: B-1B, B-2, and B-52. The B-1B is not a nuclear-capable bomber.

Additionally, Pollack tells Popular Mechanics, North Korea is always looking to
develop new "strategic" capabilities in a bid to sway the U.S.'s policies toward it. "If
[intercontinental ballistic missile testing] didn't do it, I doubt cruise missile testing
will, but Pyongyang is determined to try," he says.

Finally, North Korea must keep up with the missile defense systems building up
around it, Pollack says. "They've addressed it by rehearsing salvo launches of theater
ballistic missiles and developing maneuvering payloads and quasi-ballistic missiles.
Cruise missiles help to round out the picture."

Joseph Dempsey, research associate for Defence & Military Analysis at the
London-based International Institute for Strategic Studies, agrees. "We have already
seen North Korea developing a new generation of short-range ballistic missiles,
specifically the KN-23," he tells Popular Mechanics.

"Developing a land-attack cruise missile capability allows further diversification of
delivery system options, presenting a further challenge for existing and planned
systems historically focused on countering the ballistic missiles."

Dempsey cautions that this latest missile may not be a wonder weapon, though. "We
should be cautious to assign modern capabilities to this new missile, particularly
given [that] little is known about guidance or targeting systems at this stage."

How can the U.S., South Korea, and Japan counter the new North Korean cruise
missile threat? The easiest way to destroy cruise missiles is while they're still on the
ground, before launch. That assumes, however, that the attacker can destroy all the
missiles—both ballistic and cruise missiles—in a single blow.

The danger is that once Pyongyang notices its nuclear-tipped missiles are being
destroyed, it might launch all of them in response. Just one warhead successfully
threading a country's missile defenses could kill and injure hundreds of thousands of
civilians in densely populated East Asia.

The second easiest (and most likely) method for countering cruise missiles is early
detection. Powerful aircraft-based radars, such as those aboard the E-2D Advanced
Hawkeye or the E-3 Sentry AWACS, can peer down and detect a low-flying cruise
missile.

The aircraft can then warn nearby missile-defense batteries of the incoming threat,
ensuring they are ready to fire the moment the cruise missiles enter their engagement
zones.

https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a34702702/navy-destroyer-shoots-down-icbm-watch-historic-test/
https://www.iiss.org/people/defence-and-military-analysis/joseph-dempsey
https://missilethreat.csis.org/missile/kn-23/
https://www.popularmechanics.com/flight/drones/a30418522/drones-buried-warheads/
https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/aviation/a33851414/china-kj-600-plane-us-e2c-hawkeye-knockoff/
https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/aviation/a33851414/china-kj-600-plane-us-e2c-hawkeye-knockoff/


U.S. Army - Getty Images The JLENS early warning system, which used high-altitude
aerostats to detect low-flying cruise missiles, was a promising concept that ultimately

failed.

Of course, detecting a cruise missile with airborne radar relies on an airplane
actually being in the air when the launch occurs. An alternate method, the JLENS
system, proposed using aerostats fitted with radars to protect the U.S. eastern
seaboard from surprise Russian cruise missile attack; this program was shelved after
one of the aerostats broke free and crashed in a forest in Pennsylvania in 2015.

North Korea's advances in nuclear weapons, and the rockets and missiles to deliver
them, are nothing short of astonishing. It's a particularly notable feat for a country
that ranks among the poorest in the world. Unfortunately, those advances really
benefit no one but North Korea's leadership, and threaten millions of people across
East Asia.

Rival Koreas launch ballistic missile tests within hours of each other
Jennifer Jett, Stella Kim & Arata Yamamoto - NBC News

HONG KONG — North Korea fired two ballistic missiles off its east coast Wednesday
and South Korea said hours later that it had carried out a successful test of a
submarine-launched ballistic missile.

The rival launches intensified an arms race between the two countries amid stalled
nuclear diplomacy with the United States and just two days after Pyongyang said it
had tested a new cruise missile.

The first weapons activity by Kim Jong Un's regime in almost six months came
as President Joe Biden's envoy for North Korea, Sung Kim, was in Tokyo for talks
with Japan and South Korea on how to end the diplomatic standoff.

Wednesday's dueling tests will likely give fresh impetus to that effort — and add to
the foreign policy headaches facing the White House.

https://missilethreat.csis.org/defsys/jlens/
https://missilethreat.csis.org/defsys/jlens/
https://www.defensenews.com/home/2015/10/30/after-blimp-broke-free-and-crashed-jlens-program-hangs-by-a-thread/
https://go.redirectingat.com/?id=74968X1553576&url=https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-020-0417-4&sref=https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a37578957/north-korea-nuclear-capable-cruise-missile-test/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/north-korea
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/north-korea-warns-crisis-if-tensions-u-s-south-korea-n1276526
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/north-korea-tests-new-long-range-cruise-missile-n1279033
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/north-korea-tests-new-long-range-cruise-missile-n1279033
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/north-korea-s-kim-jong-un-vows-be-ready-dialogue-n1271282
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/north-korea-warns-very-grave-situation-after-biden-called-it-n1266072
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/secretary-state-antony-blinken-set-testify-afghanistan-withdrawal-n1279057


The underwater-launched ballistic missile test makes South Korea only the eighth
country known to have developed such a weapon, joining its rival to the north, as well
as the United States, Russia, China, Britain, France and India. It is the first country
without nuclear weapons to have an SLBM.

South Korea's possession of the missile was first reported earlier this month but was
not confirmed by the government, which rarely makes public declarations of weapons
tests, until Wednesday.

President Moon Jae-in observed the test Wednesday afternoon, his office said, with
the weapon "expected to play a big role in self-reliant national defense and
establishment of peace on the Korean Peninsula."

It added that the missile, launched from a 3,000-ton-class submarine, flew a planned
distance and hit its target precisely.

Hours earlier, North Korea launched two ballistic missiles from the Yangduk area of
South Pyongan province, South Korea's Joint Chiefs of Staff said in a statement. The
missiles flew about 500 miles into the sea off the east coast of the Korean Peninsula,
it said.
The South Korean military said South Korean and U.S. intelligence agencies were
conducting detailed analysis for additional information and that the South Korean
military had strengthened surveillance in the area.

Provided by NBC News Image: North Korea Missile Test (Jung Yeon-je / AFP - Getty
Images)

Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga confirmed that the North Korean weapons
were believed to be ballistic missiles and called the launch "a threat to the peace and
security of Japan and to the region."

"This is simply outrageous," he said, adding that the missiles had fallen outside
Japan's exclusive economic zone but that the government would monitor the area
"more closely than ever."

Both South Korea and Japan said they would be holding meetings of their national
security councils.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/japan-s-prime-minister-suga-step-down-after-covid-olympics-n1278444


The U.S. military's Indo-Pacific Command said it was aware of North Korea's missile
launch and "consulting closely with our allies and partners."

The launch "highlights the destabilizing impact" of North Korea's weapons program,
it said in a statement, adding that it didn’t pose an immediate threat to “U.S. personal
or territory, or to our allies.”

On Monday, North Korean state media said a new long-range cruise missile had been
tested twice over the weekend. The missile was described as "a strategic weapon of
great significance," suggesting that it could be North Korea's first cruise missile with
nuclear capability.

It is unknown whether North Korea has been able to develop nuclear warheads small
enough to be mounted on a cruise missile.

Unlike cruise missiles, the testing of ballistic missiles is explicitly banned by United
Nations Security Council resolutions on North Korea's weapons program.

Leif-Eric Easley, associate professor of international studies at Ewha Womans
University in Seoul, South Korea, said North Korea's recent missile tests would
dampen international hopes for dialogue.

"Despite its self-imposed pandemic lockdown, North Korea continues to prioritize
military modernization," he said.

Before this month, North Korea's most recent weapons activity was in March, when
it tested a new tactical short-range ballistic missile. It also launched a cruise missile
hours after Biden was inaugurated in late January, in keeping with its practice of
testing new U.S. leaders.

Talks on dismantling North Korea's weapons programs have been stalled since 2019,
when discussions between then-President Donald Trump and Kim collapsed over the
issue of U.S. sanctions.

While the Biden administration has signaled openness to diplomacy, it has said there
will be no sanctions relief until North Korea makes progress toward denuclearization.
Pyongyang has thus far rejected Washington's overtures.

While nuclear envoys from the U.S. and its allies met Tuesday, North Korea was also
on the agenda of Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi's meetings with South Korean
officials, including Moon, in Seoul on Wednesday.

As North Korea's biggest trading partner, China is seen as having more influence
over its government than the U.S. and its East Asian allies.

Easley said that launching the ballistic missiles while a senior Chinese official is in
Seoul "makes Beijing appear unwilling or unable to restrain Pyongyang."

The test Wednesday "highlights China’s responsibility to do more to safeguard
stability" in the region, he added.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/north-korea-tests-new-long-range-cruise-missile-n1279033
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/north-korea-launched-two-ballistic-missiles-u-s-japanese-officials-n1262007


Down but not defeated, thousands of Islamic State insurgents wage Syrian fight
anew
Louisa Loveluck - The Washington Post

DASHISHA, Syria — The pair of young women had been missing for hours when
troops searching for them heard gunshots in the desert night. Two quick booms, then
two again. They found the bodies by the roadside.

Photos by Nicole Tung for The Washington Post A member of the commandos unit of
the Syrian Democratic Forces stands on a sand berm in the eastern part of Syria's
Hasakah province during what was thought to be a security threat on the road

between Raqqa and Dashisha on Aug. 3.

Staring down at them, soldiers from the Syrian Democratic Forces had no doubts
about who kidnapped the women, both local government workers, and shot them dead.
“These killings were a message to everyone,” the SDF commander, Shvan Selmo,
recalled thinking.

The murders near the remote, sun-scorched village of Dashisha bore the hallmarks of
the Islamic State.

Two and a half years after its self-declared caliphate was extinguished amid a blitz of
U.S.-led coalition airstrikes in the palm groves of Baghouz, further to the south, the
militants in northeastern Syria are down but not defeated.

They have melted back to their insurgent roots, seeding sleeper cells across the region,
as well as in neighboring Iraq, and using improvised explosives and small arms to
target security forces and government employees.



Members of an SDF commandos unit who were a part of an escort for visiting
journalists stand guard in Dashisha, in the eastern part of Syria's Hasakah province,

on Aug. 3.

The location where the bodies of Hind Latif al-Khadir and Sa’da Faysal al-Hermas
were found on the night of Jan. 22, after they were executed by members of an Islamic

State sleeper cell near the village of Dashisha.

This part of Syria is run by a Kurdish-dominated authority and secured by the SDF, a
force armed and trained to carry the fight against the Islamic State. Some 900 U.S.
troops are still in the area, patrolling oil infrastructure and supporting the SDF in its
operations against the jihadist group.

The U.S.-led coalition estimates that between 8,000 and 16,000 Islamic State fighters
still operate in Syria and Iraq. And with the militants digging in for the long haul and
young men still being recruited, though on a smaller scale than before, local officials
now watch their backs as they work. In the rural communities, fearful residents turn a
blind eye when fighters come out of the desert.



The militants who dragged Hind Latif al-Khadir, who was about 20, and her friend
Sa’da Faysal al-Hermas from their homes early this year, trucking them through the
desert and to their deaths, had seemed confident that no one would even track them.

One of the Islamic State fighters, a teenage recruit named Ibrahim, had boasted days
earlier that they felt untouchable. “We move freely here,” he told his cousin,
according to voice messages shared by the SDF, which they said had been recovered
from the young man’s phone. “Don’t worry, nobody even knows who we are.”
A common trajectory

Ibrahim later recalled that he had been recruited into the Islamic State by a man
named Abu Omar, known to Ibrahim’s family as a member of the group. Interviewed
while in detention at the Shaddadi prison in the presence of a guard, Ibrahim, 18,
said he had simply been looking to earn some money.

But SDF intelligence officers said he asked from the start to join the group’s armed
operations and that he had been watching Islamic State online propaganda for a
while. They declined to provide details.

An officer in the Shaddadi prison, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to comment, said the young man’s trajectory was common
among those arrested for involvement in Islamic State sleeper cells: “They have poor
education. Their morale is low. They see holding guns as a way of finding power.”

An 18-year-old suspect in the killings of Hind Latif al-Khadir and Sa’da Faysal
al-Hermas is seen in an interview room at a detention center in the town of Shaddadi

in Hasakah province on Aug.8.

Ibrahim’s introduction to the group began with twice-weekly religious lessons, he
said, describing a curriculum that demonized individuals who fought the group or
joined local government.

Soon, he was tapped for missions. Initially, he was asked to transport motorcycles
and bags through the desert, he said. During the next operation, a man was killed,
apparently as punishment because he had been a member of the SDF.



Ibrahim described himself as a bystander in that attack, with no advance warning of
the cell’s intention. But in phone message from several days later, heard by The
Washington Post, Ibrahim sounds giddy as he says that he was the one to shoot the
gun. “I didn’t stop until I could see his brains,” he tells a cousin.

Returning home late at night after that killing, Ibrahim remembers thinking to himself
that there was no turning back. “I just had this feeling that I was in it now,” he said.

Ibrahim’s cell began planning the young women’s murders days later, according to
him and SDF officials. The women were both involved in a local
government-sponsored program for female empowerment.

On a January night, members of the cell assembled. Ibrahim said he did not recognize
most of the men. “One of them gave us a location in the desert,” he said. “There were
six of us.”

‘How can we trust anyone here now?’
Local SDF troops learned of Sa’da’s kidnapping first. She had been pulled from her
house in the early evening and thrown into a Bongo pickup truck, they were told.
Piling quickly into their vehicles, the soldiers gave chase.

But even as they scrambled toward the site of the abduction, the assailants were
racing toward their next target. They arrived at Hind’s house at 7 p.m., her family
said.

First came the bang at the door. Then the men burst inside, wearing masks, and
screams filled the air. The attackers separated Hind from her sister Hiyam and put a
gun to Hiyam’s head.

In the next room, someone was restraining Hind and shouting at others to find the
family’s gun. Then the militants fled with Hind, hopes for her survival fading with her
muffled yells. “Sometimes you just know who has come to your door,” Hiyam said.

She broke down in jagged sobs as the truck pulled away and the night felt deadly still,
she recalled.



Rusil Latif al-Khadir, 4, and Hiyam Latif al-Khadir, 22, the daughter and sister,
respectively, of Hind Latif al-Khadir, stand beneath a portrait of her at their home in

Dashisha, close to Syria's border with Iraq.

A photo of Hind Latif al-Khadir is shown on a cellphone by her sister at their home in
Dashisha.

A picture of her sister’s body, dressed in the black velour tracksuit she had bought to
wear at home, reached Hiyam’s phone in little more than an hour.

Hiyam concluded that their home had been watched for weeks, but she wasn’t sure
whether it had been the militants or their own neighbors who had been spying on
them. “They were asking for details that no one else could have known,” she said.

“How can we trust anyone here now?”
Ibrahim was arrested days later based on coalition-provided intelligence, according
to SDF officials at the Shaddadi prison. “We’d been tracking them for a while,” said



one official, adding that the rest of Ibrahim’s cell was killed in an airstrike the
following week.

Sleeper cells reconstitute
SDF commanders say their forces have rolled up scores of sleeper cells in recent
months, often on the basis of intelligence from the U.S.-led coalition or with coalition
air support.

But in remote areas like Dashisha, the terrain is on the militants’ side. The village,
located near the Iraqi border, is surrounded by desert for miles, and checkpoints are
few and far between. Along the Syrian-Iraqi frontier, Islamic State fighters shelter in
hidden tunnels or in buildings emptied by U.S.-led coalition bombing.

When reporters recently traveled to the area with an SDF escort, troops were visibly
wary, scanning the horizon for threats. At one point, the soldiers slammed the brakes
and fanned out along the sand dunes on foot. What they had seen, it turned out, was
just an abandoned motorcycle.

The militants who stalk Dashisha are often local or from neighboring Iraq, according
to SDF officials, and cells like Ibrahim’s typically comprise around a half-dozen men.

They generally make decisions among themselves that adhere to the propaganda of
the now largely leaderless group. Although there is some communication among cells,
they are mostly isolated, and this can make them hard to track.

Recruits to the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces commandos unit undergo drills
during their four-month basic training at a base in Raqqa, Syria, on Aug.



SDF commandos are trained specifically to thwart attacks, especially from Islamic
State sleeper cells, as the extremist group ramps up its activities in the eastern part of

Syria.

Islamic State cells are also active across the Euphrates River to the southwest, in
territory held by the Syrian government forces of Bashar al-Assad. Coalition officials
say government forces have made only weak efforts to tackle the militants, giving
them a base to reconstitute.

SDF and coalition officials also warn that the local cells could one day be bolstered
by escapees from the weakly defended prisons and displacement camps run by the
SDF elsewhere in northeastern Syria that house thousands of former Islamic State
fighters and their families.

Officials say that men and women have been smuggled out from both camps and
prisons, with some rejoining the fight.

The coalition said in a report released last month that Islamic State activists have
already tried to recruit among the hundreds of Syrians who have recently been
released, but provided no evidence.

Little government presence
The area around Dashisha is chronically underserved, with scant access to water or
government electricity. While such dire conditions have led some locals to sign on
with the Islamic State, those hardships had helped convince Hind to join the local
government, according to her family. “She wanted to help people and she wanted to
provide for us,” Hiyam said.

The family home is a squat, concrete structure, spartan on the inside. No furniture
was visible on the day reporters visited. On the wall by the door, someone had etched
rose buds into the concrete and painted them pink.

https://www.dodig.mil/Reports/Lead-Inspector-General-Reports/Article/2716943/lead-inspector-general-for-operation-inherent-resolve-quarterly-report-to-the-u/


Hind’s 4-year-old daughter, Rusil, scrolled through Hiyam’s cellphone photo gallery,
past pictures of her smiling mother in a scarlet party dress to the image of her lying in
a pool of blood. Rusil kept pointing to the photo and saying, “Mama.”

Hind’s family doesn’t go out much anymore. Last month, a young man approached
her nephew in the street and told him that the family should wait and see what
happened next. They took it as a warning.

In neighboring villages, few wanted to discuss the killings. “It’s hard for them to
speak,” observed SDF commander Selmo, gazing toward the dusty roadside where
Hind and Sa’da’s bodies had been found.

But when villagers were asked why it happened, they said they had little doubt. “Well,
they worked for the local council,” said Hamid Aboud Mohammed, Sa’da’s neighbor.
“People don’t do that around here.”

Meanwhile, Ibrahim’s fate remains uncertain. The SDF says it does not have the
capacity to try him. He has been detained for seven months and has no lawyer.
When asked if he had been informed of when he might face trial, the young man
simply looked down and shook his head.

Rusil Latif al-Khadir, Hind's daughter, stands in the doorway of their home in
Dashisha.

Taliban Puts Bounty on Female Prosecutor Who Fought for Children Forced to
Plant Bombs
David Brennan - Newsweek

The Taliban is hunting down a female Afghan prosecutor who for years has
investigated child abuse cases involving the militant group, forcing her into hiding for
fear of execution.

https://www.newsweek.com/topic/taliban


AAMIR QURESHI/AFP via Getty Images Armed Taliban fighters stand guard atop a
vehicle as veiled women march during a pro-Taliban rally outside Shaheed Rabbani

Education University in Kabul on September 11, 2021.

The prosecutor, who Newsweek will refer to only as Mina—not her real name—to
shield her identity, shared with this publication a threatening ultimatum letter she
received from the Taliban's military council before she fled her home in the central
Wardak province.

"You have been accused by the Mujahideen of the Islamic Emirate of aiding and
abetting infidels," said the letter, which was addressed to Mina directly.

"We order you to leave your job and help and cooperate with the Mujahideen of the
Islamic Emirate."

It added: "You will not be harmed by the Mujahideen if you please Allah."

"I will 100 percent be killed if found," Mina said, adding that a former colleague was
executed by Taliban fighters in Panjshir on Monday. Newsweek was unable to
independently verify that report.

Mina said Taliban officials are now offering a bounty of 500,000 Pakistani
rupees—around $3,000—for any information on her whereabouts. The sum is just shy
of the national median income of around $4,000.

Her investigations are embarrassing for the Taliban, which is attempting to pivot
from a stoic guerrilla organization to a functioning government as it seeks to assert
its control over all aspects of Afghan society.

"They forced children to help plant bombs on roads and in cars," Mina
told Newsweek. "A lot of them died."

https://www.newsweek.com/afghan-women-lead-resistance-taliban-squeeze-rebels-announce-hardline-cabinet-1626999


Mina is in a particularly precarious position given she is Hazara—a minority group
making up between 10 and 20 percent of the population that was brutally oppressed
by the Taliban when it took power in the 1990s, including several massacres.

"The Taliban won't accept women working," Mina added, noting that the Taliban's
offer of amnesty for previous government workers does not really extend to legal
professionals or some specialist police officers.

Since sweeping the country and taking the capital Kabul in August, the Taliban has
worked hard to portray a more moderate, professional image in its rhetoric.

But even as its spokesmen ruled out retribution killings and promised safety for
women, Taliban fighters pursued former government employees and kidnapped young
women to marry off to militants.

Segregation of men and women is seeping into schools and universities, while Taliban
officials urge women to comply with their version of Sharia law—stringent even by
the standards of the Islamic legal system.

Some women are pushing back against the return of hardline Taliban rule. Protests
have been held across the country demanding the protection of hard-won female
freedoms over the past two decades, with marchers also railing against the threat of
greater Pakistani influence over Afghanistan via its Taliban ties.

Taliban fighters broke up several demonstrations by beating and shooting at
protesters. Demonstrators were stripped of jobs in Herat, according to some reports,
with female bank tellers also ordered out of their bank in Kandahar.

The militant group also asked most working women to stay at home, citing "security
reasons."

Afghan women and human rights observers are warning that early signs suggest the
Taliban is committed to rolling back 20 years of progress—even if limited and
focused on urban centers—for Afghanistan's oppressed women.

"Afghanistan is my country," Mina told Newsweek.

"I love [where I live]. It's very dangerous for me. I am trying to leave Afghanistan, but
I have no way out."

Female Afghan Governor Opposed to the Taliban Reveals She Is Safe After Secret
Escape
Abigail Adams - People

One of the three female district governors in Afghanistan, Salima Mazari, is telling
her story after revealing that she has escaped the Taliban.

https://www.newsweek.com/taliban-executes-police-chief-badghis-province-after-surrender-1621296
https://www.newsweek.com/afghan-women-lead-resistance-taliban-squeeze-rebels-announce-hardline-cabinet-1626999
https://www.newsweek.com/afghan-women-lead-resistance-taliban-squeeze-rebels-announce-hardline-cabinet-1626999
https://www.newsweek.com/us-leaves-afghanistan-aid-workers-behind-defend-20-years-progress-against-taliban-1620451
https://people.com/politics/meet-salima-mazari-afghan-governor-who-led-a-taliban-resistance/


TIME reported in a piece published Tuesday that Mazari, who had been feared
captured, is not only alive but was never taken into custody by the militant group. In
fact, the reporters of the TIME piece say they assisted with her escape.

"Zakarya was based in Afghanistan but able to leave for Paris during the
evacuation," Zakarya Hassani and Robyn Huang write. "He kept in touch with
Mazari after the Taliban seized power and she went into hiding. Together in a joint
rescue effort by Afghans, Americans and Canadians, he helped to play a part in
getting her to safety."

Farshad Usyan/AFP via Getty Salima Mazari, one of the three female district
governors in the country, had been leading the fight in her area against the Taliban

before the group returned to power.

Following the fall of Afghanistan in mid-August, as the U.S. military prepared to
withdraw, stories circulated online suggesting that Mazari, who had been leading the
fight against the Taliban in her area, had been captured after the group overtook her
district of Charkint.

"If we don't fight now against the extremist ideologies and the groups that force them
on us, we will lose our chance to defeat them. They will succeed. They will brainwash
society into accepting their agenda," Mazari said earlier this year, adding, "I am not
afraid. I believe in the rule of law in Afghanistan."

As the the Taliban swept into Kabul in August, Mazari went quiet and fears for her
spread.

According to TIME, this is what happened:
Everything changed when Mazar-i-Sharif, Afghanistan's fourth-largest city, fell on
Aug. 14. After ordering her men to stand down, Mazari told TIME, she fled to the
Uzbekistan border but was turned away.

https://time.com/6097198/salima-mazari/
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/aug/11/sometimes-i-have-to-pick-up-a-gun-the-female-afghan-governor-resisting-the-taliban


So she headed back to Mazar-i-Sharif, staying at numerous safe houses along the
way.
Mazari first informed Hassani, one of the story's reporters, that she was safe on Aug.
20. Hassani then relayed the message to Huang. Her partner, Canadian
photojournalist Matt Reichel, was assisting others in escaping Afghanistan and
agreed to help.

Reichel reportedly pressed contacts within the State Department and Department of
Defense for assistance in bringing Mazari to safety.

"Eventually, one of my friends at the State Department, who wishes to remain
unnamed, but has been instrumental in helping countless vulnerable Afghans escape,
was able to forward her information to the Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) and
a high-level figure in the Secretary of State's office," Reichel told the TIME authors.
"This individual replied within hours offering help."

Later that evening, according to TIME, Mazari and 13 of her family members made
their way to the rescue point, where they were to be helicoptered over to Hamid
Karzai International Airport in Kabul and evacuated the following day

The plan was a success: Mazari and her family were transported to Qatar on a U.S.
military flight and are currently waiting for resettlement.

Though safe, Mazari told TIME that she remains concerned for her fellow Afghans. "I
saw families fleeing and leaving everything behind … It was difficult to see my people
in that situation. Everyone I spoke to is dealing with the weight of sadness on their
shoulders."

"I have cried a lot," she added. "I have thought about all those youth who were
sacrificed in the past 20 years for the evils of politics. I thought about the aspirations
of a generation that are heading towards destruction. I feel a lump in my throat when
thinking of my people and fellow soldiers' struggles, sacrifices and deaths. Every time
I think of these things, I feel like I am dying."

F-35 Risks Falling Behind China, Russia Threats, Panel Warns
Tony Capaccio - Bloomberg

(Bloomberg) -- Lockheed Martin Corp.’s F-35, the world’s costliest weapons system,
may fail to keep pace with Chinese and Russian air defense improvements given its
“extraordinary costs” so far, the U.S. House defense policy committee has warned.



Bloomberg F-35 Risks Falling Behind China, Russia Threats, Panel Warns

The House Armed Services Committee supported the F-35’s $398 billion acquisition
program in the report accompanying its version of the fiscal 2022 defense policy bill.

It said the sophisticated fighter “can be used against advanced integrated air defense
systems operating against the United States or its foreign partners and allies during
high-end, very contested contingencies” once it finally receives key software
upgrades.

But the committee called into question “overly aggressive development and
production schedules” that for more than 20 years have resulted “in longer schedules
and much higher costs than planned to realize less than full warfighting capabilities
required by the Department of Defense.”

With adversaries that pose “near-peer” challenges advancing more rapidly than
expected, the panel said it’s “uncertain as to whether or not the F-35 aircraft can
sufficiently evolve to meet the future expected threat in certain geographical areas of
operations in which combat operations could occur.”

The committee didn’t name the adversaries of concern but Pentagon officials cite
China as the prime threat driving U.S. defense investments and also note Russian
moves.

The panel’s view reflects that the F-35 still hasn’t demonstrated its capabilities in a
simulation against the most challenging Russian and Chinese air defense systems.
The 64-sortie simulator exercise to be run by the Navy was most recently supposed to
have been completed in December, though it was originally planned for 2017.

Simulation Concerns
In April, Bloomberg News reported that the Defense Department’s F-35 program
office projected the target date as August 2022. F-35 program manager Air Force
Lieutenant General Eric Fick told reporters on Wednesday that a new start date was
being assessed and would be presented to Pentagon leaders next month.



Although much progress has been made, it’s his assessment after visiting the test site
last week that the schedule for the initial upfront preparation phase before the
aircraft is put through its most challenging phases “is aggressive and will be
challenging to meet,” Fick said.

The program office is working its way through about 105 subsystem software
“packages” needed to verify and validate that the simulator “does what we expected
it to do” and “we can trust what it says to be true,” Fick said. “That progress to
date has been pretty slow” with about only 25 of the packages reviewed. The test team
is “reassessing options and alternatives” to modify and make the schedule more
realistic, he said.

Earlier: F-35 Closes In on New Timeline for Combat Test Once Set for 2017
The Pentagon requested 85 F-35s for the fiscal year that begins Oct. 1, up from 79
this year. The House Armed Services panel cut five, authorizing 80.

The Senate Armed Services Committee added six jets. The House Appropriations
Committee approved 85; its Senate counterpart hasn’t acted on its bill yet.

More than 690 F-35s of more than 3,000 projected have been delivered and are
operating from 21 bases around the world.

With recall behind him, where does Newsom go from here?
Taryn Luna - Los Angeles Times

Standing in an elementary school classroom in Oakland, Gov. Gavin Newsom paused
when asked if he felt vindicated after voters saved his political career the night before
and handed him a landslide victory in the recall election.

Provided by The LA Times Gov. Gavin Newsom meets with students Wednesday at
Melrose Leadership Academy in Oakland, one day after defeating a Republican-led

recall effort. (Associated Press )

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-07-12/pentagon-nears-decision-on-key-f-35-combat-testing-simulation


"I feel enlivened. I feel more energized and I feel a deep sense of responsibility
because people are counting on us and they need us. They need government, effective
government," Newsom said. "I'm also mindful of this: Challenges are in abundance in
these positions."

California voters and Newsom's political allies stepped up to defend the governor
from the GOP-led recall, delivering a win that paves the way to his reelection next
year.
Battle-tested but not bruised, the 53-year-old reaffirmed the mandate he walked into
the governor’s office with three years ago after notching what appears to be an even
greater margin of victory Tuesday.

But just as wildfires, punishing drought, record homelessness, a housing shortage, a
once in a generation pandemic and a learning curve at the Capitol have challenged
much of his term in office, Newsom returns to work facing those same problems and
more.
"He has the same things to deal with today that he dealt with yesterday, minus the
recall election," said Dana Williamson, who worked as Cabinet secretary to former
Gov. Jerry Brown.

"I would think the election gives him a boost of confidence. He’s coming out of this in
a stronger place than when he entered it and it leveled his political playing field."

With at least $24 million in his 2022 reelection campaign account and an activated
army of union volunteers, Newsom will be a formidable incumbent when voters return
to the polls next year, raising doubts that a well-known intraparty rival will step up to
challenge him.

Newsom could also end up running against a cast of Republican candidates similar to
the one he trounced Tuesday, some of whom have already announced their intentions
to challenge him.

“There is no reelect after this,” said Dustin Corcoran, chief executive of the
California Medical Assn.

Newsom's campaign framed the recall as a proxy war against Trumpism playing out
in a deep-blue state, shifting the focus off Newsom and his own record.

The governor took advantage of Larry Elder's candidacy to contrast his leadership
during the pandemic to the conservative talk show host's promises to rescind mask
mandates in schools and reverse the vaccine and testing rules Newsom ordered for
healthcare workers, state employees and teachers and school staff.

The decision to attack Elder's position on vaccines proved smart in California and
provided Newsom with an opportunity to tap into fears about the Delta variant and
frustration with the unvaccinated.

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-09-09/newsom-recall-campaign-avoids-democratic-record


A recent preelection poll from the Public Policy Institute of Californiafound strong
support for requiring proof of vaccines for large outdoor events and to enter indoor
businesses and predicted 80% of likely voters would be vaccinated.

"The campaign seized on that to create a simple choice for voters," said Ace Smith,
one of Newsom's political advisors.

A week before the election, Smith argued that Sept. 14 would give Newsom "a clear
mandate not only against the recall, but for sanity on something as important as
public health."
As a "final seal of approval" for his handling of the pandemic, Newsom's triumph will
also make it harder for Republicans to gain any traction during his reelection
campaign with claims that he was too restrictive or took away personal freedom, said
Juan Rodriguez, Newsom's campaign manager.

The first governor in the nation to issue a statewide stay-at-home order, Newsom
might be emboldened by Tuesday's win to accelerate his approach to fighting the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Democratic strategist Robin Swanson said many Californians, even Newsom
supporters, are still frustrated from the school closures and shuttered businesses. She
said the governor would be smart to acknowledge those feelings.

“People want to be heard in elections and the most gracious victors hear what their
opponents say and hear what people say who didn’t vote for them," Swanson said.
"That’s how you build the sort of unity and healing that our state needs.”

In his brief election night speech, Newsom said he was humbled and grateful to the
Californians who exercised their right to vote and expressed themselves "by rejecting
the division, by rejecting the cynicism, by rejecting so much of the negativity that's
defined our politics in this country over the course of so many years."
He extended more of an olive branch Wednesday.

"Coming out of this recall, I want to turn the page and express respect and a deep
sense of responsibility not just to those that voted no on this recall, but those who
voted yes," Newsom said. "They matter. I care and I want them to know I'm going to
do my best to have their backs as well."

Newsom said very little during the campaign about his agenda for the final year of his
first term, demonstrating an unusual discipline for a governor who earned a
reputation for overpromising in the run-up to the 2018 election and for taking swings
at every pitch once in office.

His governing style led to criticism that he was a scattered leader with more priorities
than his staff could handle, resulting in incremental progress instead of the
blockbuster results he promised and that Californians came to expect from him.

Even before he took office, Newsom predicted in a New Yorker article that his
"biggest threat to being a successful governor is my profound incapacity to distill
what I want to accomplish into one or two issues.”

https://www.ppic.org/wp-content/uploads/crosstabs-likely-voters-0921.pdf
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/11/05/gavin-newsom-the-next-head-of-the-california-resistance


In an interview days before the election, Newsom rejected the idea that he should
refocus on a smaller plate of objectives.

"Oh no. Because, to me, it's not a criticism I embrace or accept," he said. "It's not a
self-criticism, quite the contrary."

On Wednesday, the governor said he had asked the elementary school students to
name the top three issues in the state of California.

"I'm not making this up," Newsom said. "They said, climate change, homelessness and
education funding, and then they added in, to their credit, sexism, racism and
healthcare.

You don't need focus groups.
You don't need public opinion polls to tell you what you need to focus on.

And I want folks to know that's exactly what we're focused on in this state."

The governor added that the election gave him a greater awareness of the limited time
he has to accomplish the goals he campaigned on in 2018. He's mentioned his
renewed sense of vigor to address housing, homelessness and climate change, in
particular.

In a state battered by worsening drought and uncontrollable wildfires, Newsom has
tough decisions ahead.

He spoke often in the final days of the campaign about the climate crisis, which some
of his aides said will become more of a focus as he finishes out his first term and
begins to step out of the shadow of Brown's climate legacy.

Facing expectations that the drought will only get worse next year, Newsom will likely
have to do more than ask residents to voluntarily cut their water usage.

"The dire situation of this year's drought is really just a prelude to a much more
consequential drought next year," said Daniel Zingale, a former adviser to Newsom
who serves on the Delta Stewardship Council.

"This is the year where a lot of our storage is being depleted, but it really hits the
state harder next year and it will require the governor and others to figure out how
we're going to deal with that."

At the same time, Newsom will be forced to contend with the ever-present threat of
wildfire. The number of acres burned this year is currently behind the total at this
point in 2020. But strong winds and dry conditions in the fall could mean more
devastating fires on the horizon.

And despite sky-high promises by Newsom in 2018 to fix homelessness and build more
affordable housing, more people are on the streets and homeownership continues to
remain a pipe dream for many Californians.



Newsom campaigned on single-payer healthcare three years ago and Democrats in
the Assembly could push a bill next year to establish the model in California.

Ultimately, whether Newsom can use the recall to make progress on the biggest
problems largely hinges on whether he chooses to lead as the captain of the
Democratic team and shore up some of his rocky relationships with the Legislature
and interest groups at the Capitol.

The Service Employees International Union pointed out the day after the election that
rank and file workers and grassroots volunteers deserve credit for turning out voters.

In a Zoom event Wednesday morning, they said their efforts resulted in over a million
conversations with voters in the eight weeks leading up to election day.

"Last night's victory was for a victory for working people and by working people,"
said Max Arias, executive director of SEIU Local 99.

Arias said workers didn't campaign for Newsom with any specific asks or
expectations of him going into the next year.

"They turned out because that's exactly how we build power," Arias said. "We expect
and hope that the governor will continue to work in partnership with working people
to continue to improve the lives of working people and the lives of all Californians."

But three months earlier Arias and union workers rallied for childcare workers at the
Capitol, calling on Newsom to finalize their contract and raise rates. The leaders of
the state Senate and Assembly spoke at the rally in agreement with the workers.

At the time, Arias said childcare workers supported the governor but were
"disappointed and confused" by his lack of action and "ready to fight."

The governor eventually reached an agreement with the union, but the episode
epitomized the tensions in Sacramento. The governor's go-it-alone approach to
dealing with the pandemic and the scramble to figure out the details of his policies at
times heightened those feelings of distrust and frustration.

The recall election required the governor to rebuild a diverse coalition of unions,
Realtors, developers, tribes and other groups that have funded his campaigns, and it's
also given him the benefit of a clean slate.

"You don't enjoy these things when you're going through them, but sometimes, you
know, when you look back, you could be at the beginning of something better,"
Zingale said.

France says head of Islamic State in Sahara has been killed
Baba Ahmed & Krista Larson - Associated Press (AP)



BAMAKO, Mali (AP) — France's president announced the death of Islamic State in
the Greater Sahara's leader late Wednesday, calling Adnan Abu Walid al-Sahrawi's
killing “a major success” for the French military after more than eight years fighting
extremists in the Sahel.

Provided by Associated Press This undated image provided by Rewards For Justice
shows a wanted posted of Adnan Abu Walid al-Sahrawi, the leader of Islamic State in
the Greater Sahara. French President Emmanuel Macron announced the death of
al-Sahrawi Wednesday, Sept. 15, 2021, calling the killing “a major success” for the
French military after more than eight years fighting extremists in the Sahel. Macron
tweeted that al-Sahrawi “was neutralized by French forces” but gave no further

details. (Rewards For Justice via AP)

French President Emmanuel Macron tweeted that al-Sahrawi “was neutralized by
French forces” but gave no further details. It was not announced where al-Sahrawi
was killed, though the Islamic State group is active along the border between Mali
and Niger.

“The nation is thinking tonight of all its heroes who died for France in the Sahel in
the Serval and Barkhane operations, of the bereaved families, of all of its wounded,"
Macron tweeted. “Their sacrifice is not in vain.”



Rumors of the militant leader's death had circulated for weeks in Mali, though
authorities in the region had not confirmed it.

It was not immediately possible to independently verify the claim or to know how the
remains had been identified.

“This is a decisive blow against this terrorist group,” French Defense Minister
Florence Parly tweeted. “Our fight continues.”

Al-Sahrawi had claimed responsibility for a 2017 attack in Niger that killed four U.S.
military personnel and four people with Niger’s military.

His group also has abducted foreigners in the Sahel and is believed to still be holding
American Jeffrey Woodke, who was abducted from his home in Niger in 2016.

The extremist leader was born in the disputed territory of Western Sahara and later
joined the Polisario Front.

After spending time in Algeria, he made his way to northern Mali where he became an
important figure in the group known as MUJAO that controlled the major northern
town of Gao in 2012.

A French-led military operation the following year ousted Islamic extremists from
power in Gao and other northern cities, though those elements later regrouped and
again carried out attacks.

The Malian group MUJAO was loyal to the regional al-Qaida affiliate. But in 2015,
al-Sahrawi released an audio message pledging allegiance to the Islamic State group
in Iraq and Syria.

The French military has been fighting Islamic extremists in the Sahel region where
France was once the colonial power since the 2013 intervention in northern Mali.

It recently announced, though, that it would be reducing its military presence in the
region, with plans to withdraw 2,000 troops by early next year.

News of al-Sahrawi's death comes as France's global fight against the Islamic State
organization is making headlines in Paris.

The key defendant in the 2015 Paris attacks trial said Wednesday that those
coordinated killings were in retaliation for French airstrikes on the Islamic State
group, calling the deaths of 130 innocent people “nothing personal” as he
acknowledged his role for the first time.

(Larson reported from Dakar, Senegal. Associated Press writer Angela Charlton in
Paris contributed to this report.)

Australia: Strategic shifts led it to acquire nuclear subs



Rod McGuirk - Associated Press (AP)

CANBERRA, Australia (AP) — Australia has canceled a contract with France for
conventional submarines and instead will build nuclear-powered submarines using
U.S. technology because of changing strategic conditions in the region, Prime
Minister Scott Morrison said Thursday.

Provided by Associated Press Australia's Prime Minister Scott Morrison, center,
appears on stage with video links to Britain's Prime Minister Boris Johnson, left, and

U.S. President Joe Biden at a joint press conference at Parliament House in
Canberra, Thursday, Sept. 16, 2021. The leaders are announcing a security alliance
that will allow for greater sharing of defense capabilities — including helping equip
Australia with nuclear-powered submarines. (Mick Tsikas/AAP Image via AP)

President Joe Biden announced on Wednesday a new U.S. security alliance with
Australia and Britain that will help equip Australia with a nuclear submarine fleet.
The agreement would make Australia the first country without nuclear weapons to
obtain nuclear-powered submarines.

Morrison said U.S. nuclear submarine technology wasn’t available to Australia in
2016 when it entered a 56 billion Australian dollar ($43 billion) deal with France to
build 12 of the world's largest conventional diesel-electric submarines. The United
States has previously only shared the technology with Britain.



Provided by Associated Press In this photo provided by U.S. Navy, the Virginia-class
fast-attack submarine USS Illinois (SSN 786) returns home to Joint Base Pearl

Harbor-Hickam from a deployment in the 7th Fleet area of responsibility on Sept. 13,
2021.Australia decided to invest in U.S. nuclear-powered submarines and dump its
contract with France to build diesel-electric submarines because of a changed
strategic environment, Prime Minister Scott Morrison said on Thursday, Sept. 16,
2021. (Mass Communication Specialist 1st Class Michael B. Zingaro/U.S. Navy via

AP)

Biden did not mention China by name in announcing the new security alliance, but it
is likely to be seen as a provocative move by Beijing, whose military strength and
influence have grown rapidly.

Peter Jennings, head of the Australian Strategic Policy Institute think tank, said
Australia's decision to acquire nuclear submarines was a response to China’s
increasing military might, aggressive bullying of Australia and intimidation of Japan
and Taiwan.

“We should call the first submarine in this new category the ‘Xi Jinping,’ because no
person is more responsible for Australia going down this track than the current
leader of the Chinese Communist Party,” Jennings said.

Australian Defense Force chief Gen. Angus Campbell welcomed the shift to nuclear
submarines.

Our strategic environment has deteriorated,” Campbell said. “That challenging
environment is becoming more challenging and is set to do so into the future at an
accelerated pace.”

Unlike nuclear-powered submarines, conventional subs that are traveling long
distances must spend time on the surface, where they are most vulnerable, using their
diesel engines while they recharge their batteries. The batteries propel them
underwater.



Morrison said he expects the first of the nuclear subs, which are to be constructed in
the Australian city of Adelaide, will be built by 2040.

He said Australia hasn't decided which class of nuclear submarines it will select and
does not know how much the fleet of at least eight submarines will cost. But the
country's defense budget will grow above the current 2.2% of gross domestic product,
he said.

Morrison said he told French President Emanuel Macron in June that there were
“very real issues about whether a conventional submarine capability” would address
Australia’s strategic security needs in the Indo-Pacific.

“Of course they’re disappointed,” Morrison said. “They’ve been good partners. This
is about our strategic interest, our strategic capability requirements and a changed
strategic environment and we’ve had to take that decision.”

Australia notified France that it will end its contract with DCNS, a majority
state-owned company, to build the conventional submarines. Australia has spent
AU$2.4 billion ($1.8 billion) on the project since 2016. The first of the
French-designed submarines were to have been delivered in 2027.

French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian expressed “total incomprehension” at
the decision and criticized both Australia and the United States.

“It was really a stab in the back. We built a relationship of trust with Australia, and
this trust was betrayed,” Le Drian said Thursday on France-Info radio.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson told Parliament on Thursday that the alliance
with Australia and the U.S. is a “new pillar of a strategy demonstrating Britain’s
generational commitment to the security of the Indo-Pacific.”

Stressing Britain’s long-standing close relationship with Australia, he said the
alliance also shows “how we can help one of our oldest friends to preserve regional
stability.”

Paul Keating, a former Australian prime minister from the opposition Labor Party
and an adviser to the state-owned China Development Bank, slammed the new
nuclear alliance, saying “materiel dependency on the United States robbed Australia
of any freedom or choice in any engagement Australia may deem appropriate.”

Left out of the new alliance is Australia's South Pacific neighbor New Zealand, which
enacted policies in the 1980s to ensure it remains nuclear-free. That includes a ban
on nuclear-powered ships entering New Zealand ports, a stance which has seen it
clash at times with the U.S.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern said Thursday that New Zealand wasn’t asked to be
part of the alliance and wouldn’t have expected an invitation.



“The centerpiece, the anchor of this arrangement are nuclear-powered submarines,”
Ardern said. “And it will be very clear to all New Zealanders, and to Australia, why
New Zealand would not wish to be a part of that project.”

Ardern said the new alliance doesn't diminish its close ties to the U.S., Britain and
Australia.

Morrison said Ardern was the first foreign leader he called to explain the new
alliance. He later called the leaders of Japan and India, which together with the
United States and Australia form the Quad security dialogue.

“She was my first call because of the strength of our relationship and the relationship
between our countries,” Morrison said. “All in the region will benefit from the peace
and the stability and security that this partnership will add to our region.”

The Chinese government has long suspended minister-to-minister contact with
Australia because of soured bilateral relations. But Morrison said he was willing to
discuss the new alliance with President Xi Jinping.

“There’s an open invitation for President Xi to discuss these and many other matters,”
Morrison said.

“I believe and hope we would both share the same objective of a peaceful
Indo-Pacific where the sovereignty and independence of nations is understood and
respected and that enables their own citizens to flourish,” he said.

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesperson Zhao Lijian said it was “highly
irresponsible” for the U.S. and Britain to export the nuclear technology, and that
Australia was to blame for a breakdown in bilateral relations.

“The most urgent task is for Australia to correctly recognize the reasons for the
setbacks in the relations between the two countries, and think carefully whether to
treat China as a partner or a threat,” Zhao said.

___
Associated Press journalists Nick Perry in Wellington, New Zealand, Angela
Charlton in Paris and Sylvia Hui in London contributed to this report.
___
A previous version of this story has been corrected to show that the first submarine
will be built by 2040, not within a decade.

Army Lt. Col. Reportedly Steps Down in Protest of Vaccine Mandate, ‘Marxist
Takeover’ of US Military
Jackson Richman - Mediaite



Provided by Mediaite Pentagon. Photo by STAFF/AFP via Getty Images.

A U.S. Army lieutenant colonel has reportedly stepped down in protest of the
military’s vaccine mandate and what he called the “Marxist takeover of the military”
and U.S. government.

“First, and foremost, I am incapable of subjecting myself to the unlawful, unethical,
immoral and tyrannical order to sit still and allow a serum to be injected into my
flesh against my will and better judgment,” wrote Paul Hague in his resignation letter
submitted on Aug. 30 after more 19 years of Army service — a letter first shared by
his wife on Twitter.

“It is impossible for this so-called ‘vaccine’ to have been studied adequately to
determine the long-term effects,” he continued.

“It simply has not existed for enough time and any claim otherwise is blatantly
ignorant and likely an outright lie driven by negligent political agenda. Furthermore,
ample studies show that naturally derived immunity based on exposure to the virus
offers far superior protection than the mandated ‘vaccine.’”

Hague also wrote, “I cannot and will not contribute to the fall of this great nation and
its people – those very Americans whom I swore to protect the liberty of at all cost.
The values that our military was founded on, has lived by and thrived under, have
been utterly decimated by the current presidential administration and the leadership
of the military; to include the Army.”

He warned of what he called “the fall of liberty at this moment” and, as examples,
cited “governors and mayors forcibly locking down millions of Americans; restricting
them from their unalienable right to pursue happiness; forcing them out of their jobs
and their ability to participate in the most basic and fundamental rights life offers
because of their personal beliefs and values.”

In addition to the military’s vaccine mandate, Hague cited the U.S. withdrawal from
Afghanistan as a reason, which he called “sudden and rash, at best” and
“traitorous.”



He said the withdrawal “set our nation up for many more attacks both in Afghanistan
and within our own borders.”

He mentioned the 13 U.S. service members who were killed in a Aug. 26 explosion,
believed to be by the terrorist group ISIS-K, near the airport in the Afghan capital of
Kabul.

Hague expressed concerns over the screening of those evacuated and said that the
“entire situation was completely preventable.”

Hague also cited what he called “an ideologically Marxist takeover of the military
and United States government at their upper echelons” as a reason for his
resignation.

His wife spoke to Fox News and said, “He didn’t resign over a vaccine. He said he
felt the vaccine was being used as a political tool to divide and segregate
Americans.”

Task & Purpose reported the Army “has refused to comment on the widely-publicized
letter, or even confirm whether it is genuine, citing privacy concerns for the officer.”
The news outlet added that Hague is still in the Army Reserve.

(The News first appeared on Mediaite.)

Milley's checkered history: China, Afghanistan withdrawal, and CRT
Sarah Westwood - Examiner

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Mark Milley faces intense scrutiny for
phone calls he made to his Chinese counterparts about then-President Donald Trump.
But it’s far from the first time Milley’s actions have sparked accusations of
politicizing his role.

Provided by Washington Examiner
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The pair of phone calls between Milley and Chinese defense officials emerged from a
forthcoming book about the end of the Trump presidency.

According to the book, Milley called the Chinese once in October 2020 to assure them
the United States would not attack them and again in January 2021 to offer the same
assurances.

He also promised to give them a secret heads-up if Trump planned to launch an
attack.

A spokesperson for Milley said Wednesday the phone calls, which the Pentagon did
not deny, were part of the chairman’s regular “duties and responsibilities conveying
reassurance in order to maintain strategic stability.”

Amid the demands for Milley’s termination, President Joe Biden said Wednesday he
has “great confidence” in his top military adviser.

Republicans have demanded answers whether Milley circumvented the chain of
command by communicating Pentagon plans to the Chinese without the president’s
knowledge.

Critical race theory defense
Milley faced questions from Republican congressmen in June about whether the
military was, in some cases, embracing critical race theory.

His sharp responses drew criticism from the right.
"I want to understand white rage, and I'm white, and I want to understand it," Milley
said during testimony before the House Armed Services Committee.

"So what is it that caused thousands of people to assault this building and try to
overturn the Constitution of the United States of America? What caused that? I want
to find that out."

Milley also slammed the idea the military had become “woke” by “studying some
theories that are out there.” Those accusations came amid criticism from Republicans
that Pentagon funding went toward advancing the controversial theories on race in
society.

Church walk apology
In the summer of 2020, as Black Lives Matter demonstrations broke out in cities
across the country, protesters descended on Lafayette Park outside the White House
in June.

Highly critical of the protesters, Trump walked across the park moments after law
enforcement officers cleared it to hold up a Bible in front of a nearby church.
Critics described the move as a poorly conceived photo opportunity.

Milley, along with several other high-level Trump administration officials, joined
Trump on the walk.

https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-Display/Article/2775541/statement-by-joint-staff-spokesperson-chairmans-conversations-with-chiefs-of-de/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/biden-milley-complete-confidence


But amid the political backlash to the episode, Milley publicly apologized for
participating — a move some viewed as an act of defiance.

Then-Defense Secretary Mark Esper also participated in the walk but did not
apologize.

Afghanistan withdrawal
In the weeks before news of the China calls emerged, Milley was under fire for his
role in the Biden administration’s disastrous withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan.

Milley said publicly he had seen no intelligence suggesting Kabul could fall to the
Taliban in a matter of 11 days. His words directly contradicted how Biden
characterized the chaos surrounding the withdrawal, which was that the situation was
unavoidable.

Milley has also faced criticism for reportedly advising Biden the military should
abandon Bagram Air Base ahead of the withdrawal deadline.

That decision left only one evacuation point at Kabul’s civilian airport, creating a
dangerous bottleneck that ultimately cost the lives of 13 service members.


